20th Barcelona International Contest of New Roses

OVERVIEW / AWARDS

November 2020

2020 Contest Rose beds, Cervantes Rose Garden

ROSĂ VARIETIES IN COMPETION

93

Are as follows:

- 31 Tea hybrids / Grandiflora
- 36 Floribundas / Multiflora
- 11 Landscape roses / Shrub
- 2 Groundcovers
- 6 Miniatures
- 7 Climbing
ROSE BREEDERS :

- Dominique Croix
- Roseraies G. Delbard
- Matilde Ferrer Sena
- Arnau Garcia Ferrer
- Interplant B.V.
- Kimura (submitted by Roses André Eve, France)
- W. Kordes Söhne
- Laperrière
- Davide dalla Libera
- Alain Meilland
- Nirp
- Pernille & Mogens N. Olesen
- Roseraies Orard
- William J. Radler/ Alain Meilland
- Jacques Ranchon
- Roses André Eve- Jerôme Rateau
- Roseraie Reuter
- Michele Richardier
- Lukasz Rojewski
- Jan Spek Rozen B.V.
- Rosen Tantau
- Ann Velle-Bouldolf
- Martin Vissers
- Weeks Roses (submitted by Primavera, France)
- Rolando Zandri

In this edition, the following prizes could not be awarded:

CITIZEN ROSE PRIZE 2020
ROSE PRIZES AWARDED BY SCHOOLS
ELDER PEOPLES ROSE PRIZE
PRIZE FOR BEST SCENT ROSE AWARDED BY “MAÎTRES PARFUMEURS"
COUNTRIES : 10

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
The Netherlands
Poland
Spain
USA

2020 Contest Rose beds, Cervantes Rose Garden
AWARDS

PRIZE BARCELONA
To the variety with the highest score of the Contest

&

PRIZE FOR BEST FLORIBUNDA / MULTIFLORA

Rosa: KO 09/2539 01
Flower bed nº: 56
Contest code: 2020-FL-09
Rose breeder: W. Kordes Söhne
Country: Germany
Total score: 67,82/100
PRIZE FOR BEST HYBRID TEA / GRANDIFLORA:

_Rosa_: AM-804-HT  
_Flower bed n°: _07_  
_Contest code_: 2020-HT-29  
_Rose breeder_: Alain Meilland  
_Country_: France  
_Total score_: 61,87/100
PRIZE FOR BEST LANDSCAPE ROSE / SHRUB

Rosa: KO 05/1754-06
Flower bed nº: 72
Contest code: 2020-PAI-01
Rose breeder: W. Kordes Söhne
Country: Germany
Total score: 62,12/100
PRIZE FOR BEST GROUNDCOVER

Rosa: B-053  
Flower bed nº: 68  
Contest code: 2020-TAP-02  
Rose breeder: Kimura  
Country: Japan  
Variety submitted by: Roses André Eve (França)  
Total score: 64,21/100
PRIZE FOR BEST MINIATURE

*Rosa*: WR/AM-815-MIN  
*Flower bed nº*: 81  
*Contest code*: 2020-MIN-05  
*Rose breeder*: William J. Radler & Alain Meilland  
*Country*: United States of America / France  
*Total score*: 63.05/100
PRIZE FOR BEST CLIMBING

*Rosa:* VISauslen
*Flower bed nº:* 93
*Contest code:* 2020-ENF-05
*Rose breeder:* Martin Vissers / VIVA International
*Country:* Belgium
*Total score:* 66.02/100
PRIZE FOR THE MOST VIGOUROUS VARIETY (Asociación Española de Parques y Jardines Públicos):
Total score: 9,31/10
&
PRIZE FOR THE BEST FLOWER (Asociación Española de la Rosa)
Total score: 6,58/10
&
PRIZE FOR MOST INNOVATIVE VARIETY (Amics de les Roses de Sant Feliu de Llobregat):
Total score: 6,53/10

Rosa: SAS-341-15
Flower bed nº: 64
Contest code: 2020-FL-15
Rose breeder: Weeks Roses
Country: United States of America
Variety submitted by: Primavera (France)
ACCESSIT PRIZE FOR THE BEST FLOWER (Asociación Española de la Rosa)

Rosa: SAS-413-16
Flower bed nº: 82
Contest code: 2020-MIN-03
Rose breeder: Weeks Roses
Country: United States of America
Variety submitted by: Primavera (Francia)
Total score: 6,58/10
PRIZE FOR MOST SCENTED VARIETY (Associació d’Amics dels Jardins):

Rosa: 14-5-15/12-1
Flower bed nº: 71
Contest code: 2020-PAI-09
Rose breeder: Davide dalla Libera, Novaspina Roses
Country: Italy
Total score: 6,93/10